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Build up: completo
Focus Ahead (Reilly, Kilby, Mikalowsky, Bettinelli - Pearson Longman): Units 1,2,3,4.
UNIT 1: PERSONALITY
Vocabulary: personality adjectives, adjective antonyms, negative prefixes, adj. + prepositions, clothes.
Listening and reading : What are teenage really like? (p.10/11)
Focus on preliminary :a personal letter.
Grammar : present tenses, question forms, subject and object questions, wh-questions with a preposition,
verbs+ ing form or verbs+ infinitive.
Writing: a personal e mail / letter.
Literature focus: If by R. Kipling. Listening, reading, meaning.
Revision for certification 1: Vocabulary and grammar, Language in Use, Reading, Speaking.

UNIT 2: INVENTION
Vocabulary: technology and science, computers, compound nouns, collocations, phrasal verbs,linkers
Listening and reading : digital first , space travel, “Houston, we have a problem”
Focus on preliminary :a story
Grammar : past continuous vs past simple, used to
Writing: how to write a story
Culture focus: A walk through Art and Time
Revision for certification 2:Vocabulary, Language in Use, Reading, Speaking
UNIT 3: THE ARTS
Vocabulary: the arts and media, types of books and writers, films, music, adjectives with positive or
negative meaning .
Listening and reading : how writers write, Film Club Favourites.
Focus on preliminary :a letter about a film.
Grammar : present perfect with just, already, (not) yet and past simple, comparatives and superlatives, too
and enough.
Speaking: describing a photo.
Writing: a film review, a letter about a film
Literature and culture focus: a walk through art and time ( comparing and contrasting)
Revision for certification 3: Vocabulary, Language in Use, Reading, Speaking, Writing.

UNIT 4: LIVING
Vocabulary: houses and homes, describing houses, things inside and outside a house, make /do, places,
adjective order.
Listening and reading : The hobbit house, Five places to visit before you die.
Focus on preliminary : a letter about your town /city.
Grammar : present perfect with for and since, present continuous, be going to and will.
Listening : Teenagers’ rooms.
Speaking: Describing places, making suggestions.
Writing: A letter about your town/city.
Revision for certification 4: Vocabulary, Language in Use, Reading, Speaking, Writing.

Focus Ahead - workbook: Units 1,2,3,4: consolidation exercises
Focus Ahead - Word-store: Units 1,2,3,4 complete.
Ulteriori pprofondimenti ed esercizi sulle strutture grammaticali presentate, sia dal libro di
testo di grammatica che tramite video didattici in lingua inglese.
Ascolti dalla prima unità del testo Preliminary for school Trainers: Speaking (giving
personal information, photo description)
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